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Abstract - The idea of the project is to construct a multi-use robotic arm which can perform operations with superior 
accuracy with 6 degrees of freedom. The hand will display higher speed of operation and lower delay in processing suitable 
to the use of FPGA for processing and control. The entire system is depends on the FPGA system and also a driver circuit. 
The driver circuit is used for the motor of the robotic hand. The driver circuit are used because the control system does not 
supply sufficient power to driver the motor directly. The controller is implemented on the Spartan 3e FPGA chip using vhdl 
code. Spartan 3e kit FPGA is able for running at high speed of performance but the system has slow clock is used to find 
moderately large delays for the output signal. the overall project is depends on the control of the stepper motor using 
FPGA.wee have successfully completed the programming and simulation of the project. The project results shows the better 

performance, speed, accuracy, power  dissipation, time, money, this are the performance compared with the earlier work. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Robotic using FPGA controller is an thrilling high 

challenge research work. several solution to 

implement of digital control system for robotic hand 

and other robotic are planned in the literature s.but  
all those  technique ucse the dsp chip and 

microcontroller .dsp and microcontroller chips can 

not perform long days or years for the new generation 

of application an also its  has slow ,performances an 

cost also high .but we are going through new 

technique that is the robotic is based  on  the FPGA 

controller or FPGA chip 

But in our project we are using electrical motor for 

the hand movements the robotic hand has 3 jointed 

motor with 1 gripper for moving the hands .the 

robotic hand is also called human hand or human 

machine.the robotic is use for the industrial tasks for 

moving objects with a particular time than the spee of 

operation is high its take less time ,no labour required 

,the cost is also  low .when compare to man power  

the robotic han is use for the real time funcations.  the 
projects is base on the  3major tasks that is hardware, 

software, and driver circuit an also servo motors .the 

signal is generated from the  FPGA than goes through  

to the driver circuit.than reach  to servo motor  to 

rotates the motors.hence the entire tasks is depens  on 

the FPGA controller its consists of 8inputs and 8 

0utputs.the input is depends  on push button switch 

and output is depens on leds.the FPGA controller is a 

Spartan 3e family. 

 
Fig 1. Overall Block Diagram. 

 

II. CONTROLLER: (FPGA) 

 

The principle part of robotic is FPGA controller. An 

FGPA kit can be reconfigurated easily by the user. 
And hence it can be used for wide Varity of 

application . in our work ,we use spartan3e kit which 

controllers ,the stepper motor using the driver circuit. 

In addition ,this spartan3e FPGA  kit allows the user 

to implement the controls functions in hardware .with 

hardware implementation the execution time and 
latency can be maintain constant and hence the 

solution is deterministic. By using FPGA the speed of 
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the function should be less than 5microseconds.which 

performs the carrier frequency. The FPGA allows the 
torque- performs to reach the -3db point. Now the 

main use of FPGA is interface with servo motors. The 

FPGA is latest technology is implementing by using 

vlsi. The FPGA has a memory which is used to store 

the program. The data may be erasable in FPGA. The 

cost of FPGA is low when the density is high. Now 

we are make FPGA with Ascll design flow to control 

the  enter robotic hand. FPGA has functional and 

programmable architecture in FPGA architecture 

consists of logic blocks ,switch blocks, input/output 

blocks. In FPGA  the controller has special  needs to 

generate the current in  to the stepper motor that is 
always increased  day by day .the stepper motor is a 

electrical boar motor which as converts the igital 

electrical input in to a rotary motion. Hence the 

stepper motor is mainly use for rotor for particular 

fixed angle ,which is depends on the vhdl 

programming to a particular logic. 

 

Fig2: Design flow of FPGA 

 

III. DRIVE CIRCUIT 

 

The stepper motor  consists of two major tasks in the 

driver circuit.to  modify the flux and current direction 

in the phase winding .the driver as particular  amount 

of current to control the winding and enable for rise 

and fall times in performing for good high speed .the 

stepper motor is small than a limited space is 

available for the wining the stepper motor driver 

circuit has an able consists of available winding space 

for the matching driver circuit  and winding gives the 

good  importances in the driver circuit .the speed of 

the stepper motor is depens on  the coils inside the 
motor.the stepper counts the number of steps travelle 

from  the armature that has been turned with accuary 

the stepper motor receives the low- level signals from 

the controller system and converts  them into 

electrical pluses to run the motor .for motor only one 

step is required to every step  

 

 

In our project we are  using the stepper board its 

consists of eight  darlingtons to amplify currents. 
 

 
Fig 3. Block diagram of driver Circuit. 

 

 
 

Fig4: Interfacing to servomotor 

 

IV. ROBOTICS HAND 

 

The hand consists of the part of robotic positions 

.which has 3 joints and 1 gripper t has having 4 

degrees of freedom to allow them to reach any 

possible point in freedom with in its work 
development .following table shows the stepper 

motor sequences and motor joints and logical 

sequences arms .And defined earlier there are 4 

degrees of freedom to perform the robotic hand. The 

operation of robotic hand moving object vertically up 

when the object is loaded. After operation completed 

the robotic hand is loaded on either side of the robot. 

The robot contains two stations  that is right stations 

and left stations respectively. Then when ever the 

object is loading it will take to the top and unloading 

the object will be down. The 3 degree of freedom o 

the robotic is based on the servomotors. Each position 
of the robotic hand consists of a 3 action. So each 

movements of the robot were represented by two bits. 
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10 
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For the Base 1: 

00 => Stay  (Don’t move) 

01          => Turn right by 45 Degrees 

10 => Turn left by 45 Degrees 

For the Shoulder 2: 

00 => Stay (Don’t move) 

01 => Turn down by 45 degrees  (Acute 

angle) 

10 => Turn up by 45 degrees  (Obtuse 

angle) 

 

For the Arm 3: 

00       => Stay (Don’t move) 

01       => Turn down by 45 degrees  (Acute 

angle) 
10 => Turn up by 45 degrees  (Obtuse 

angle) 

For the Wrist 4: 

00 => Stay (Don’t move) 

01 => Turn down by 90 degrees 

(Horizontal position- For Loading) 

10 => Turn up by 90 degrees      (Vertical 

position    - For Unloading) 

 

For the Claw 5: 

0 => Hold 

1 => Release 
 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

 
Table no.1 Loading sequence. 

 

 
Fig 5.  Graph for loading sequence 

            
Please refer the testbench.vhd file to view the input vectors. This graph verifies the load sequence , 

asynchronous Reset signal operation and Decode sequence. 

 

The charts following this will verify the unload operations at each of the stations depending on the sensor 

output. When the sensor output is 0000 or any combination where there are multiple requests (0011, 0101, 

1110….etc), the machine just waits at Decode state until a valid output is given out by the sensor. 

Motor Motor Joint 

Motor A Grip Close 

Motor B Grip Turn 

Motor C Wrist 

Motor D Elbow 

Motor E Shoulder 

Motor F Base 
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Fig.6 Result when sensor output is 0000. 

 

CONCULSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This thesis presents a study of the construction of a 

Robot hand in order to replicate a human hand. The 

robotic hand with the robot was tested in different 

terrains and its operation was noted. The hand was 

subjected to temperatures between 16 and 45 degree 

Celsius and there was no deterioration in performance 

measured. The payload capacity was determined. The 
hand could lift objects up to 800gs and within the 

diameter of 10 cm. It lists out the various methods 

used for data communication between electronic 

devices and precautions taken to avoid errors. 

Circuits in the hand were affected by electromagnetic 

radiation due to the electronic devices and 

surroundings which caused significant errors which 

deteriorated the performance. This problem was 

solved by using shielded twisted pair cables to protect 

the signals from being affected by electromagnetic 

interference (EMI). Further all electronic devices 
were shielded to avoid being affected by EMI. It also 

formulates certain guidelines to make an all purpose 

hand which could operate at tested conditions 

mentioned.  

The present design of the Robot entertains only     one 

request at a time. Later this design can be improved 

by adding a priority encoder and assigning priorities 

to the requests if they occur simultaneously. The 

loading station is only at the top of the Robot, this can 

be changed to make each and every station as 

loading/unloading stations. 

Couple of improvements can be made to the present 
design 

 Design with Priority to the unloading stations can 

be implemented. 

 Interrupt service can be added, so that it stops if 

the user wants to stop the execution of unloading 

at one station and initiate unloading at another 

station. 

 Loading at each station instead of central loading 

station can also be implemented, so that this 

Robot can be used to transfer objects from one 

station to another. 
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